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1. Résumé
   

Microbial ecosystems are composed of tens to thousands of species of bacteria, archaea, microbial eukaryotes, and viruses. Shotgun 
metagenomic sequencing has revealed a high level of intra-species diversity in several ecosystems. Identifying polymorphisms and 
reconstructing strains is challenging due to sequencing errors (which must be differentiated from true polymorphisms) and short read 
length, particularly for species in low abundance. Some approaches aim at resolving strains, either based on selected marker genes or 
on entire genomes (review [Ventolero, 2022]). These approaches have the advantage of providing precise information on strain 
contents. However, they are usually limited to species with a high abundance, requiring approximately 5X coverage. Other methods use 
reads mapped to references to quantify within and between-sample genomic variation, by computing several metrics to compare 
samples, such as similarity indexes inspired by population genetics (π and FST) [Costea 2017, Olm 2021], distribution of major allele 
frequencies [Garud, 2019] or pairwise distance between samples [Podlesny, 2022]. To our knowledge, none of these methods can 
handle species in very low abundance.

Here, we present INTERSTICE (INTra-species divERSity in meTagenomIC rEads), a new method for studying intra-species diversity 
that is designed to handle species in low abundance. The method proposes an estimation of within-sample diversity and 
between-sample distance, for each species, by adapting to metagenomic samples the computation of indexes used in population 
genetics : nucleotide diversity π and Nei’s standard genetic distance [Nei 1978, 1979]. It first maps metagenomic reads to a complete 
ecosystem-adapted reference genome catalog (UHGG for human gut microbiota [Almeida, 2021]) and applies stringent quality filters. 
Diversity indexes are computed only on reads mapped on genomic regions that are conserved at species-level. These regions are 
determined by analyzing coverage variation across samples (removing regions with atypical profiles) and are designated as the 
Typ-genome. We applied this method on data from two cohorts: HMP [Huttenhower 2012] (adults) and DIABIMMUNE [Yassour 2016] 
(longitudinal data on children between 0 and 3 years). With sub-sampled datasets, we assessed the robustness of our metrics with 
respect to decreasing coverage and confirm that values above 0.001 bp-1 require the pairwise comparison of reads on only 10Kbp of 
the Typ-genome to be reliably estimated. This makes it possible to retrieve information on low abundance species with genome 
coverage below 0.1X. By analyzing the 747 bacterial species satisfying this minimal criterion, we identify the species with high or low 
within-sample diversity, the species with rapid lineage turnover, and the species with atypical amount of shared lineages between 
samples.
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A dedicated workflow to compute intra-species intra-sample diversity and between-sample diversity from 
metagenomic reads. a. After read quality filters and removal of host reads, metagenomic reads are aligned to a 
database of reference genomes. We remove reads and bases of low quality (low mapping quality, multi-mapped 
reads, paired incorrectly mapped, base quality below 35). b. For each genome, Typically-conserved-positions 
(Typ-genome) are computed. c. Allele frequencies are computed for each Typ-genome position covered by reads 
d. Diversity indices are computed on these conserved positions.  
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A new method to compute intra-species diversity in metagenomic datasets
● Adaptation indices used in population genetics & computation of Typ-genome
● Validity for low abundance species
● Reference genome database adapted to the ecosystem
● Work on computation time & disk space

Results coherent with literature on human gut microbiota 
● Stability of adult gut microbiota over time [ Truong 2017, Chen 2021].

○ spore-forming species could have a higher turnover than non-spore-forming 
species [Browne, 2016]

○ Strains of the same species in different subjects are generally distinct - 
except few species (diet, medication or probiotics) 

● Variation of infant gut microbiota during the first years of life
○ First colonisation: microorganisms transmitted by the mother 

(Bifidobacterium, Bacteroides and Parabacteroides) [Yassour 2018, Ferretti 2018, 
Podlesny 2021, Chen 2021]

○ Late colonizing bacteria (including spore-former Ruminococcaceae, 
Lachnospiraceae)  could be acquired from the environment or family 
members  [Browne 2016, Podlesny 2021]

Work in progress

Subsampling
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- Sub-sampling (0.3 to 0.00001, 3 
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- Select species with horizontal 
coverage at full depth > 50%

- Comparison of indices on 
sub-sampled datasets with full 
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Lines: quantile values on a moving 
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Reference genome catalogue[Almeida 
2021]

- Unified Human Gastrointestinal 
Genome (UHGG) 

- > 200,000 genomes & MAG
- Clustering 95% identity
- 4,644 prokaryotic species 

Adults cohort[Huttenhower 2012]
148 samples
High sequencing depth (20-138 M reads)

Children cohort[Yassour 2016]
240 samples - 39 children (0-3 years old)
1-60M reads

- π < 10-3: low diversity 
(probably one lineage) 

- π > 10-3: higher diversity 

-> higher diversity for adults 
cohort at the intra-species 
level

Inter-individual comparison: 

- δ > 10-3: different lineages between individuals
- δ < 10-3: few shared lineages between different 

individuals (diet, probiotics … ?) (for ex. Streptococcus 
thermophilus, Lactococcus lactis, Lactobacillus 
rhamnosus….)

Intra-individual comparison:

- δ > 10-3: changes in composition between 2 time points 
- δ < 10-3: same composition in lineages between 2 time 

points

-> stability for adults cohort, changes for children cohort

Adults: few changes over time (6-12 months 
apart) (Ruminococcaceae, Oscillospiraceae, 
Lachnospiraceae)

Children: more changes over time (12 months 
apart)(Ruminococcaceae, Oscillospiraceae, 
Lachnospiraceae, Enterobacteriacaea, 
Bifidobacteriaceae)
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4. Diversity indices
   

π,  δ and Nei distance are independent from the reference genome 
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3. Typ-Genome
   

Idea: use coverage across samples to compute Typically-conserved-positions

Method
- Align all samples on reference genome
- Compute coverage on sliding windows - 1000 bases
- Compute mean coverage for each sample 
- Identify regions with coverage closest to the mean coverage across samples 

(pearson correlation)
- Typ-genome = 50% windows with higher correlation 
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Objective: identifying conserved 
position in species

Which species exhibit lineage 
replacement over time ? 
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